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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Agenda for Meeting of September 10, 2007 
3:15 P.M. Great Reading Room, Seerley Hall 
CALL TO ORDER 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Minutes of the April 23, 2007 meeting 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
1. Call for Press Identification 
2. Comments from Interim Provost Lubker 
3. Comments from Faculty Chair, Sue Joslyn 
4. Comments from Chair Licari 
CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING 
936/845 
937/846 
938/847 
939/848 
940/849 
941/850 
942/851 
943/852 
Recommendation from a joint meeting of the University 
Curriculum and the Provost's Liberal Arts Core -
Curriculum Taskforce 
Committee on Admission, Readmission and Retention 2006 
Annual Report 
NISG Resolution to establish a Prep Week prior to 
finals week 
Fill faculty representative vacancy on Student Conduct 
Committee for four-year term 
Elect faculty representative to the Committee on 
Workplace Giving 
Emeritus Status request, Barbara J. Mardis, Department 
of Economics, effective 5/07 
Emeritus Status request, Leander Brown, Department of 
Teaching /Educational Psychology and Foundations, 
effective 6/07 
Emeritus Status request, Mary Jane Sheffet, Department 
of Marketing, effective 6/07 
NEW BUSINESS 
Presentation of Recognition Plaques to Rob Hitlan, Laura 
Strauss, Denise Tallakson and Barb Weeg 
ONGOING BUSINESS 
838 Request from the Council on Teacher to add a voting member 
from the Council on Teacher Education to the University 
Curriculum Committee 
CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS 
OTHER DISCUSSION 
ADJOURNMENT 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item 936 Docket Number ____ _ 
Title: Recommendation from a joint meeting of the University Curriculum 
and the Provost's Liberal Arts Core - Curriculum Taskforce 
Standard Motions 
__ 1. Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
__ 2. Docket in regular order. 
__ 3. Docket because of special circumstances for . ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
__ 4. Refer to (standing committee) _________________ -: 
__ 5. Refer to (administrative officer). ________________ _ 
__ 6. Refer to (ad hoc committee), _________________ _ 
__ 7. Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
__ 8. Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
__ 9. Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
__ 10. Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
Office of the Provost 
To 
Prof Cynthia Herndon 
Chair ofthe Faculty Senate 
University ofNorthern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, IA 50614 
From 
Prof Shashi Kaparthi 
Coordinator for the Provost's LAC-Curriculum Taskforce 
University ofNorthern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, IA 50614 
lfpl¥e!Jity of~ 
Nonnentlowa 
May4, 2007 
Subject: A recommendation from a joint meeting of the UCC and the Provost's LAC-
Curriculum Taskforce 
Dear Chair Herndon: 
As you are aware, Provost Lubker recently formed a taskforce with select members from 
the UCC, the LACC and the Faculty Senate to get together and discuss ways in which 
UNI's curriculum may be improved. Provost Lubker did not charge the committee with 
any particular agenda; he just wanted to get together a group of people with intimate 
knowledge about the different components of an undergraduate education at UNI and let 
them talk and come up with ideas. He further said that the taskforce could come up with 
recommendations along the way as soon as there is consensus about a particular issue. 
I am attaching the first recommendation that was approved unanimously by a joint 
meeting of the UCC and this taskforce. I am also including several exhibits that support 
this recommendation. I am also enclosing an implementation addendum that was 
approved unanimously too a few meetings later. 
I would greatly appreciate it if it can be docketed at the next meeting ofthe Faculty 
Senate and considered by the Senate in regular order. 
Thanks a lot. 
Shashi Kaparthi. 
001 Seerley Halle Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0707 • Phone: 319-273-2517 • Fax: 319-273-3153 
ATTACHMENT 1: A RECOMMENDATION TO THE FACULTY SENATE FROM A 
JOINT MEETING OF THE UCC AND THE PROVOST'S LAC-CURRICULUM 
TASKFORCE 
1 
A Recommendation to the Faculty Senate 
Whereas we note that the UN1 Faculty Senate in its deliberations during April2004 has 
modified the defmition of a standard program for attaining a Bachelor's Degree at UN1 to 
consist of exactly 120 credit hours for the non-teaching B.A and B.L.S degrees or 126 1 
credit hours for the B.S., or 130 credit hours for the teaching B.A, B.F.A, and B.Music 
degrees; 
Whereas we note that the UNI Faculty Senate has allowed departments the possibility of } 
offering extended programs that add a maximum of 14 hours to the standard program in 2 
its deliberations dated 2/9/1987; 
Whereas we note that the UN1 Faculty Senate in its deliberations on 2/911987 has 
specified the maximum hours in a non-teaching B.A. major as 62, a B.S major as 68, a 
B.F.A. & B.Music major as 80 and a teaching B.A. major as 80 (including the 
professional sequence); 
Whereas we note that there are 20 majors in the current 2006-2008 catalog that exceed 
these maximum hours; 
Whereas we believe that the efforts for the past 10 years requiring students to take 
courses in addition to the minimum required for graduation noted above (by enforcing 
mandated university elective hours) has not eliminated the problem of major length 
proliferation; 
Whereas we believe that this policy unnecessarily subjects students to hardships; 
Whereas we believe that having extended programs contributes to the confusion that 
eventually leads to program length proliferation; 
We recommend that the UN1 Faculty Senate approve the following motion: 
The UNI Faculty Senate hereby directs the University Committee on Curricula (UCC) to } 
strictly enforce the maximum hours in the major per its decision of2/9/1987 to all new 8 
major proposals. 
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements that would make a } 
major that is in compliance now with the program length guidelines of 2/9/1987 to be out 9 
of compliance. 
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements for an increase in the} 10 
length of majors that are not in compliance now with the program length guidelines. 
Further, it directs the Registrar's Office to stop the practice of enforcing free elective 
hours over the minimum total hours required to graduate. 
And that the policy dated 2/9/87 be modified and the possibility of offering new extended} 12 
programs be eliminated. 
2 
ADDENDUM TO THE ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION DATED 4113/2007 
Whereas we note that we are in the midst of a curriculum cycle and departments have 
already submitted their curriculum change proposals to the Colleges and/or the Office of 
the Provost; 
Whereas we note that there are students whose time of graduation will be impacted by the 
original recommendation; 
We further recommend that a tailored implementation be adopted as follows: 
The directions to the UCC and the changes to the curriculum policy be implemented 
starting with the next curriculum cycle [see clauses 8-10 & 12 from the original 
recommendation below], and 
the directions to the registrar be implemented immediately [see clause 11 from the 
original recommendation below]. 
ORIGINAL RECOMMENDATION DATED 4/13/2007 
The UNI Faculty Senate hereby directs the University Committee on Curricula (UCC) to 
strictly enforce the maximum hours in the major per its decision of2/9/1987 to all new 
major proposals. {8} 
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements that would make a 
major that is in compliance now with the program length guidelines of2/911987 to be out 
of compliance. {9} 
Further, it directs the UCC not to approve any program restatements for an increase in the 
length of majors that are not in compliance now with the program length guidelines. {10} 
Further, it directs the Registrar's Office to stop the practice of enforcing free elective 
hours over the minimum total hours required to graduate. { 11} 
And that the policy dated 2/9/87 be modified and the possibility of offering new extended 
programs be eliminated. {12} 
3 
ATTACHMENT 2: AN EXIDBIT DEPICTING THE STRUCTURE OF AN 
UNDERGRADUATE MAJOR AT UNI 
4 
Structure of an Undergraduate Program at UNI 
D Univ. Electives 
• Major Req. 
DLAC 
5 
ATTACHMENT 3: CURRICULUM POLICY APPROVED BY THE FACULTY SENATE 
IN 1987 THAT WAS MODIFIED IN 2004 
6 
SENATE MINUTES (1987/2004) 
Curricular Program Reference 
Structures For All Undergraduate Programs and Degrees 
I. The Four-Year or Standard Program for attaining the Bachelor's Degree will be 
the university norm. The Standard Program is defined by the following: 
1) Will consist of exactly 120 credit hours for the non-teaching B.A. and B.L.S. 
degrees or 126 credit hours for the B.S., or 130 credit hours for the teaching 
B.A., B.F.A., and B. Music degrees; 
2) Will be realistically capable of being completed in no more than 8 
semesters (or 8 semesters plus one summer session for the 126-hour 
programs) for the full-time, regular admission student; 
3) Will include all Liberal Arts Core courses and the major requirements, including 
all college-level prerequisites and other specified requirements (such as 
the 
a minor or second endorsement area if required by the major), plus some 
minimum number of elective hours. (See III below) 
NOTE A: The credit hour and/or semester specifications may not be applicable to 
following students: those with any competency/deficiency requirements 
(including foreign language); transfers; those who change programs or 
declare their major late; those who choose to enroll for fewer than 
average credit hours per semester; those who must repeat courses; or 
those who have otherwise contributed to the mis-sequencing of their 
courses by their actions (such as not obtaining advisement services, 
withdrawals from classes, etc.); students who elect additional majors or 
minors beyond the graduation requirements. 
NOTEB: These program specifications require all departments and majors to carefully 
advise students; to openly advertise the semester by which the major must be 
declared to properly sequence their remaining requirements; to plan and to 
offer courses in such a way as to maintain the necessary course sequencing to 
graduate within the 8 semester limit. 
NOTEC: 120 hours- 8 semesters x 15 credit hours each 
126 hours- 8 semesters x 15.75 credit hours each or 8 semesters 
x 15 hours plus one summer @ 6 hours 
130 hours - 8 semesters x 16 1,4 credit hours each or 8 semesters 
x 15 hours plus one summer @ 6 hours 
II. Extended undergraduate degree programs may be offered. If the number of hours 
required by the university, the Department of Education, and/or accreditation bodies 
exceeds the four-year limits, an extended program may be considered. Such extended 
programs must be advertised as requiring additional time to complete. These programs 
are defined as follows: 
7 
1) Will consist of no more than 138 credit hours for a non-teaching B.A. degree or 
144 credit hours for a teaching B.A., B.S., B.F.A., or B.Music degree; 
2) Will be realistically capable of being completed in no more than 9 semesters (or 
9 semesters plus one summer session for the 144-hour program) for the full-time, 
regular admission student; 
3) Will include all Liberal Arts Core courses and the major requirements, including 
all college-level prerequisites and other specified requirements (such as a minor 
or second endorsement area if required by the major), plus some minimum 
number of elective hours. (See III below) 
NOTES A and B from I. Above also apply to the extended program 
NOTEC: 138 hrs. - 9 semesters x 15 1/3 credit hours average 
144 hrs. - 9 semesters x 16 credit hours each or 
9 semesters x 15 1/3 plus one summer @ 6 hrs. 
III. All programs (Standard and Extended) will have a maximum number of required credit 
hours specified by the major, including all college-level prerequisites and any other 
specification of the major. (See summary on next page.) 
NOTED: 
Non-teaching B.A. 
B.S. 
B.F.A., B.Music 
B.A.--Teaching 
Any elective course within the liberal arts core that is specified as a 
required course or a prerequisite in a major/minor program beyond a 
maximum of six hours will count toward the length of that program. 
(Substitute for NoteD and policy approved by Faculty Senate 
2/9/87). 
Standard Four-Year Programs 
Maximum Hrs. in Major 
62 - 112x120 
68- 62+(126-120) 
80 - 68+ 12 
80* 
Minimum 
Elective Hours 
15- 120-45-62 
15- 126-45-68 
3 -- 130-45-80 
3 - 126-45-80 
*Of which a maximum of33 is designated for the professional 
sequence with the remaining 47 for the major and methods. 
8 
Extended Four-Year Programs 
The extended program adds a maximum of 14 hours to the standard program. At most, 12 of the 
14 hours can be applied to the major for the non-teaching B.A. and B.S. degrees. For the other 
degrees, all additional hours can be applied to the major. 
Non-teaching B.A. 
B.S. 
B.F.A., B.Music 
B.A.--Teaching 
Maximum Hrs. in Major 
Minimum 
Elective Hours 
74- 62+12 of the extra 14 max 17* - 138-45-74 
80- 68+ 12 of the extra 14 max 17* - 144-45-80 
94 - 80+all extra 14 max 3*- 144-45-94 
94 - Maximum 33 for Prof. Sequence 3*- 144-45-94 
+ Remainder 61 for Major + Methods 
*For programs less than the 138 or 144 hours, the elective hours cannot fall below the minimum 
for the Four-Year Programs. 
NOTEE: 
NOTEF: 
The 61 hours for the major and methods under the extended program should 
allow for a minor which meets DOE certification requirements (24 hours plus 
methods) and a reasonably sized major program. 
The hours for the B.A. - Teaching major could be increased if the Professional 
Sequence was below 33 hours. 
(University Faculty Senate Minutes #1374, 1126/87; approved Minutes #1375, 2/9/87) 
(Revised April 2004) 
Double Counting 
For purposes of determining the length of the major, departments may double count up to three 
courses from the elective categories of the new general education program, with no restrictions on 
the double counting of the courses from the required categories of general education. 
(University Faculty Senate Minutes, No. #1391, 2/8/88) 
9 
ATTACHMENT 4: EXCERPTS FROM OVER 10 YEARS OF UCC-MINUTES 
REGARDING EXTENDED MAJORS AND MANDATORY UNIVERSITY ELECTIVES. 
(THANKS TO JEAN NEffiAUER FOR COMPILING THIS) 
10 
#558 
4-17-96 
Minutes of Committee on Curricula 
Required Free Electives 
In reviewing the "Extended Majors" section, Goulet stated extended majors should be 
having an increased graduation hour requirement beyond the 124 minimum for non-
teaching and 130 minimum for teaching, since the intent is to still allow a student a 
minimum number of university electives. She stated students should be advised of this in 
the catalog by specifying this extended graduation hour requirement at the end of each 
extended major. 
Members expressed great concern on this matter and its repercussions as regards students 
in teacher education, four-year plans, and the general welfare of the students this would 
effect. 
Bubser stated further discussion on the issue of specifically requiring minimum hours for 
graduation beyond the 124 or 130 needed to be tabled until Fall1996. 
#561 
9-18-96 
A. Extended Programs 
Placed on the agenda for next meeting: Total hours required for "extended 
majors", as concerns "free" electives and prerequisites, and consequent 
appropriate listing of these total hours in the University Catalog. Members 
indicated these "extended majors" are not currently being enforced as intended. 
A list of these "extended majors" as they now appear in the 1996-98 University 
Catalog will be provided by Diane Wallace and attached to the minutes. 
#562 
10-9-96 
II. Extended Programs 
Y ousefi directed members to the packet of materials concerning "Extended 
Majors" which was included with their September 181h minutes, and invited 
discussion. 
Baum and Goulet stated the total-hour graduation requirement of an extended 
program, according to the guidelines passed by UCC and approved by Faculty 
Senate (University Faculty Senate Minutes 1375, 2-9-87), are not being enforced. 
Referring to the "extended Program" chart on page 11 of these materials (taken 
from "Curriculum Review Process Information Handbook" hated Spring 1996). 
Goulet pointed out the specific number of"free elective hours" which must be 
part of a student's graduation requirements in addition to their general education 
hours and required major hours. Citing the example in the chart Goulet stated a 
BA-Non-Teaching extended program with 74 hours required in the major, 
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requires 17 "free elective hours", and therefore the minimum total hours required 
to graduate in this major would be 138. (As a matter of clarification, "free 
elective hours" are considered to be hours not prescribed, and therefore major 
elective hours would not be considered "free elective".) 
Providing a historical premise for this "free elective hours" requirement, Baum 
and Goulet indicated it was a result of concerns that some majors were getting 
quite lengthy and students were not permitted to have any choices. Baum stated 
the sentiment ofthe University has always been to give students some flexibility 
in their education and not be totally restrictive. She indicated the loss of some of 
this flexibility is a result of general education increasing from 40 to 4 7 hours, the 
professional education program requirements being instituted to meet teaching 
licensure mandates, and requirements for various accrediting agencies being 
instituted. 
Goulet stated in order for the Registrar's Office to enforce minimum graduation 
requirements for these 22 "extended majors" listed in the 1996-98 University 
Catalog, the appropriate minimum number of hours required to graduate in that 
major or the minimum number of free electives required in that major needs to be 
specified in the catalog so students are aware that it will require a minimum of 
138 hours to graduate (using BA-Non-Teaching example) and not 124 hours. 
Patton stated the University Catalog is considered a binding contract, and 
therefore enforcement of higher minimum hours to graduate beyond the 124 or 
130 hours specified in the 1996-98 catalog could only be feasible with the 
publication of the 1998-2000 catalog, and would be effective for only students 
who declare these majors Fal11988 or after. 
Patton expressed concern at the length of some liberal arts majors, stating that a 
bachelor's degree is intended to be and introduction, not a mastery, of a 
discipline, and is typically awarded at colleges/universities after completion of 
approximately 120-124 hours. 
Heller also questioned whether we were not doing the opposite of the intent, by 
requiring a student to take a minimum number of free electives in already lengthy 
majors. 
Goulet stated the extended program document had been passed by UCC and 
Faculty Senate, and unless the policy is changed by UCC and Faculty Senate, it 
must be published in the catalog so it can be enforced. 
Yousefi stated that in resolving this issue, the uppermost consideration must be to 
do what is right. 
Goulet moved, Baum seconded "to have the Registrar's Office enforce the intent 
of the 'Extended Program Requirements' document, as approved by Faculty 
Senate (Minutes #1375, 2/9/87)." Motion passed. 
12 
Goulet moved, Heller seconded that effective with the 1998-2000 catalogs: 
1) in the undergraduate program section, for each listing of an "extended 
major" a sentence be added stating, "A minimum of _ _ hours will 
be required to graduate in this major. 
2) In the front section of the catalog where 124 or 130 hours is indicated 
as total minimum hours to graduate, that the following statement be 
added: "except for programs labeled 'extended', which will increase 
the total mininmm hours required for graduation." 
Motion passed. 
Goulet stated the departments with these 22 "extended majors" should be 
informed that "free elective hours" as prescribed will be enforced, so they can 
consider possible implications, have adequate time to revise/decrease major if so 
desired, etc. Patton stated he would ask appropriate record analysts in the 
Registrar's Office to review these extended majors for prerequisites, general 
education and major requirements, so departments can be provided with the 
accurate number ofhours which will be required to graduate. Yousefi stated he 
would send a letter conveying this information to departments, when it is received 
from Patton. 
Goulet suggested Faculty Senate should be informed ofthe above motions 
concerning enforcement of"extended programs". It was concurred by members 
that Yousefi and Patton should collaborate in appropriately informing Faculty 
Senate. 
#563 
11-6-96 
A. Y ousefi distributed the letter he had written to all department heads notifying 
them that the UCC would begin examining program certificates on November 6. 
He indicated HPELS was the only department responding to the letter and their 
question had been answered. 
B. Yousefi stated he and Patton had not yet sent the letter to Faculty Senate or 
department heads concerning the specific total hour required to graduate for each 
extended program which will be published in the 1998-2000 University Catalog. 
At this time Patton distributed copies of the 22 extended programs as reviewed by 
the appropriate record analyst in the Registrar's Office. He pointed out the record 
analysts reviewed these majors listing hidden prerequisite hours, noting double 
counting, etc. He explained a prerequisite was assumed to be "a course a student 
would need to have prior to being successful in the next course." 
Patton pointed out that, when possible, the record analyst indicated a specific total 
number of hours required to graduate, however in many cases it was necessary to 
give a range. With this in mind, he and Y ousefi felt the decision as to how this 
should be listed in the University Catalog should be brought back to the UCC. 
13 
Members agreed to postpone further discussion until the next UCC meeting, 
December 4th, due to the already lengthy agenda concerning program certificate 
review. 
#564 
12-4-96 
III. Extended Majors 
Yousefi introduced the issue of"Extended Programs", which had been carried forward 
from the October 9 th and November 6th UCC meetings. 
As a matter of clarification for all present, previous action taken concerning this issue 
was cited from the October 9, 1996 UCC Minutes #562 as follows: 
Goulet moved, Baum seconded, "to have the Registrar's Office enforce the intent 
of the 'Extended Program Requirements' document, as approved by Faculty Senate 
(Minutes #1375, 2/9/87)." Motion passed. 
Goulet moved, Heller seconded that effective with the 1998-2000 catalog: 
1) in the undergraduate program section, for each listing of an "extended major" 
a sentence be added stating, "A minimum of __ hours will be required to 
graduate in this major." 
2) In the front section of the catalog where 124 or 130 hours is indicated as total 
minimum hours to graduate, that the following statement be added: "except 
for programs labeled 'extended', which will increase the total minimum hours 
required for graduation." 
Motion passed. 
The matter of the correct minimum number of hours required to graduate in each 
extended major to be listed in the 1998-2000 university catalog, as well as the ensuing 
departmental notification, had been deferred to the December 4th meeting. 
At this time, Patton referred members to the copies distributed at the November 6th 
meeting, which listed the 22 extended programs as reviewed by the appropriate record 
analyst in the Registrar's Office. He pointed out the record analysts reviewed these 
majors listing hidden prerequisite hours, noting double counting, etc. Patton pointed out 
that, when possible, the record analyst indicated a specific total number of hours to 
graduate, however in many cases it was necessary to give a range. 
When questioned as to what was considered a "prerequisite" course, Cathy Humke, 
record analyst in the Registrar's Office, stated it was any course which was specifically 
required to be completed before another course could be taken. 
In the discussion which followed, all members concurred that in the enforcement of these 
extended program requirements it was of utmost importance to adhere to truth-in-
advertising and provide students with clear and concise information concerning required 
14 
hours to graduate. Therefore hidden prerequisites, major expectations, and the actual 
hours required to graduate under the extended program requirements need to be listed 
appropriately with each extended major. 
Patton reiterated that the University Catalog is considered a binding contract, and 
therefore enforcement of higher minimum hours to graduate beyond the 124 or 130 hours 
specified in the 1996-98 catalog would only be feasible with the publication ofthe 1998-
2000 catalog, and would be effective for only students who declare these majors Fall 
1998 or after. 
In conclusion, Y ousefi stated he would send a letter to each department having an 
extended program, indicating to them that effective with the 1998-2000 catalog, the 
minimum number ofhours required to graduate with this extended major will be __ 
(as provided by the record analyst in the Registrar's Office). He will also inform these 
departments that if they wish to bring their major within the appropriate 124- of 130-hour 
minimum guidelines for a non-extended major, they would need to restate their major and 
take through the curriculum cycle. 
#622 
2-25-04 
Minimum Free Electives 
• Defmition- Elective hours chosen by the student outside of the student's 1st major 
and LAC hour requirements (and Professional Education requirements, in the case 
of teaching majors) 
• Do students "own" their electives? 
• What was the rationale for mandating "minimum free electives"? 
• Should "minimum free electives" be deleted or reduced? 
• Many students choose to take these minimum free elective hours in their major to 
increase their marketability, so this requirement does not necessarily mean 
students are going to choose courses outside their major department. 
• Why the lack of standardization between the standard program and extended 
program? The standard program requires 15 minimum free elective hours for the 
BALA, BS, and BLS and 3 minimum free elective hours for the BFA, BM, and 
BAT; the extended program requires 17 minimum free elective hours for the 
BALA, BS, and BLS and 3 minimum free elective hours for the BFA, BM and 
BAT. 
• Advantages to reducing minimum free elective hours: 
o Economics- the university cannot afford to retain students longer 
o Hours can be easily applied across the board 
o If approved by Faculty Senate, this could take effect immediately and 
assist in more timely graduation 
• Disadvantage to reducing minimum free elective hours: 
o Does not address length of major issue, although this issue could be 
undertaken in the upcoming year so departments remain accountable for 
timely graduation and outcomes. 
15 
#623 
3-3-04 
IV. Minimum Free Electives 
Koch introduced the continuing discussion/consideration of an adjustment of 
maximum hours allowed in the major, minimum free elective hours, and/or 
Liberal Arts Core hours as relates to the change in minimum degree requirements 
(required total hours) as approved by the Faculty Senate Spring 2002 (i.e., BA-
rron teaching and Bachelor ofLiberal Studies minimum from 124 to 120 and BS 
minimum from 130 to 126). Koch indicated at the 3/3 meeting Chatham-
Carpenter was asked to draft a revised motion to the Kaparthi/Fienup motion 
(UCC Minutes #616, November 12, 2003) so UCC could deliberate at this 
meeting. 
Koch distributed a chart identifying current credit hour requirements and 
restrictions which apply to graduation, the Liberal Arts Core, free electives, and 
majors in both the Standard Program and Extended Program. 
Koch also distributed Chatham-Carpenter's draft motion #1 and #2. 
Chatham-Carpenter indicated that Patton expressed (via email to all UCC 
members) that a 3rd motion be included to not allow current majors to increase in 
hours and ideally a 4th motion to limit the length of majors. Chatham-Carpenter 
indicated Fienup had also expressed alternatives (via email to all UCC members), 
but could not be present at this meeting. 
A general discussion from last meeting continued with the following comments: 
o Minimum free elective hours would have an immediate impact on current 
maJors 
o Within the categories of major/LAC/electives, major hours are the most 
inflexible for seeking to obtain immediate impact 
o Setting a maximum length for majors would have an impact only on new 
majors 
o For existing majors, there would need to be a mandate from Faculty 
Senate to review all existing majors above a certain number of hours 
before a major maximum number of hours could be mandated/enforced 
and students in existing majors could feel the impact 
Patton stated majors cannot be allowed to get bigger. Students should be allowed a 
sufficient number of hours for free choices within the minimum degree hours required to 
graduate. Patton indicated the length of some existing majors may be a result ofwhen 
budget lines were previously based on credit hours generated, but this is no longer the 
case. 
Koch asked Patton if he could compile information as to length of majors within degrees 
from various institutions and bring back to UCC, to which Patton agreed. 
16 
#624 
3-9-04 
IV. Minimum Free Electives 
Koch introduced the continuing discussion/consideration of minimum free elective hours 
and undergraduate program requirements. 
Koch distributed a model for undergraduate programs, which she had drafted, for 
committee discussion. Koch pointed out that in this model the category "extended 
programs" was eliminated and that instead all programs were under one category 
"undergraduate programs". Koch indicated there was no "minimum free electives" 
category, but instead the ''university electives" category without a specified number of 
hours. 
A general discussion followed with these comments: 
• Koch's model is less complicated and provides clarity 
• Koch's model addresses hours in the major in that it specifies that UCC would be 
requiring additional submission of documents by department if department 
proposed changes in which an undergraduate major exceeded the specified 
maximum hours in the major 
• Column "required total hours" should be changed to "minimum total hours 
required for the degree" 
• Who originated the "extended programs" and "standard programs" chart 
calculations which are now being enforced, and which bodies, if any, approved it? 
If Faculty Senate did not approve the current chart, and ifUCC did approve a 
change to the current extended program/standard program chart, would Faculty 
Senate need to approve it or just be informed of the change? 
• The "required minimum free electives: is not stated anywhere in the catalog 
• In the Graduation Summary section of a student's degree audit, the minimum total 
hours required for the student's degree is listed- only a separate statement 
elsewhere on the degree audit indicates that the student is held to more than the 
minimum total hours to graduate. For these particular majors, the record analyst 
in the Office of the Registrar needs to additionally hand-monitor required 
minimum free electives for graduation requirements. 
• If a change to currently enforced practice is approved, departments should be 
made aware of this before they begin their new curriculum process in Fal12004. 
Due to the time and absence of members/alternates, it was decided to not take action at 
this meeting. Koch indicated she would notify members of the next meeting. 
#625 
9-8-04 
Minimum free electives-
Koch indicated that in a recent conversation with Dr. Pat Geadelmann, Dr. 
Geadelmann stated Provost Martin had initiated the idea of minimum free 
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electives so majors would not get too large. However, Dr. Geadelamann also 
stated that it was the assumption that total requirements would not exceed the 
total hours required for the degree. Koch stated none of our peer institutions have 
this "minimum free electives" category, nor does Iowa State or University of 
Iowa. Koch stated this idea was created a long time ago but no longer serves the 
students or University well. 
Martin suggested possibly including a statement indicating hours taken beyond 
LAC and maximum hours in the major are to be selected in consultation with 
student and advisor. 
Koch and members agreed the discussion of minimum free electives warranted 
further discussion. 
#635 
11-9-05 
C. Faculty Senate Request for Spring 2006- Review Length of Majors 
Koch indicated Faculty Senate has requested UCC to review all major programs 
for length and provide Faculty Senate with a recommendation by the end of Spring 2006. 
Fienup asked if "free electives" was also part of this review. Koch indicated she felt this 
was an opportune time for UCC to discuss "free electives", and include this in the 
recommendations which will go to Faculty Senate at the end of Spring 2006. 
#637 
3-22-06 
V. University Electives and Length ofMajor 
Koch distributed the current chart used for including free electives in a program, a draft 
chart which addresses the elimination of mandated free electives, and the 2006-2008 list 
of major hours noted. 
Koch stated none of our peer institutions handle free electives the way we do, and stated 
she did not feel it was the intent that free electives should increase the hours for 
graduation, but rather provide a guideline so students are assured ofhaving free electives. 
A general discussion followed and members agreed free electives and length of majors 
needed to be discussed at the same time before a recommendation could be made to 
Faculty Senate. 
#639 
4-26-06 
C. Maximum Number of Hours in Major, LAC Hours, University Elective Hours, 
and Double Counting 
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1. Maximum hours in a major? 
(For example, requirements for the BALA degree would include major 
requirements, LAC requirements, and university electives needed to meet the 
120-hour minimum required for the BALA degree.) 
a. identify majors that are extended or require more than the minimum 
hours to graduate for that degree (Wallace will provide) 
b. identify majors which will no longer be extended or will not require 
the minimum hours to graduate for that degree if no longer require a 
specific number of mandatory "free electives" (Wallace will provide) 
c. identify majors which also require a minor and, therefore, the total 
hours for the major is significantly higher than is portrayed (Wallace 
will provide) 
d. for those majors which also require a minor (identified by Wallace as 
BAT majors), is the minor required because oflicensure (Wallace will 
follow up with record analyst) 
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ATTACHMENT 5: SUMMARY INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAM 
STRUCTURE OF ALL UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS AT UNI. (THANKS TO DIANE 
WALLACE FOR COMPILING THIS) 
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UST OF ALL MAJORS IN THE 2006-2008 UNIVERSITY "PROGRAMS AND COURSES" ·APPROVED BY BOR 312012006 
I Students MINUS 
wiMajor 1 PLUS Allowable 
College Department De ree Major Code Code M;for Ma"orHours Professional Sequenc;:e LAC Hours 
COBA Acco"""no BALA 152 596 AccountillQ Ma·or 
"'"""" CHFA Art BFA 605 14 Art Ma"or-Studio BFA T7"""" 
CHFA Art BALA 60S 202 Art Ma"or-Studio Emphasis 48 hoLn 
CHFA Art BA!.A 60H 6 Art Ma"or-Art History Emphasis 50hoor.; 
CHFA Art BAT 600 130 Art Education Ma·or-Teachila 52 hours 30 hours 
CNS iBioloov BS 84A 13 Biology Major 71 hotn 10holn 
CNS IBioioov BA!.A 84K 156 BloloovMa or 58ho"" 10"""" 
CNS Bioloov BA!.A 84C 64 BioloQv Major: Ecology and Systematics Emphasis 62 hom> 10"""" 
CNS BK>Iogy BA!.A 84M 299 Biology Ma"or: Biomedical Emphasis 58"'"" 10"""" 
CNS Bioloov BA!.A 841 10 Bloloov Ma"or: Microbioloclv Emphasis 58 hours 10 hou's 
CNS BK>Iogy BA!.A 84P 1 Biology Ma"or: Plant BioScience Emphasis 58"""" 10"""" 
CNS Bioloov BAT 844 31 •BioloovMaoo<-T.-· 63 hc:ltn 134 holn to oradl.ete) 30holn 7hours 
CNS IBioloov BALA 848 22 BiotechnoloQv Ma ·or 62"""" 7hour.; 
CNS Chemistry BS 863 17 Chemisby Ma or 63-69 hours 7"""" 
CNS Chemistrv BS 86C 11 Emohasis-Biochemistrv 70--73 ho~s 10"""" 
CNS Chern ;.try BS 86E 0 Emphasis-Envrormeotal Chemistry 68-72 hours 10holn 
CNS ChemistrY BA!.A 865 29 Chem~Ma-or 47-50 hours 7hours 
CNS Chemistrv BAT 865 13 ChemistrY Maior-Teachina 42-45 holi"S 30 hours 4hours 
CNS Chern ;.try BA!.A 862 9 Chemisby-Marketilg Ma or 48-51 hotn 7 hours 
CHFA Commlrication Studies BA!.A ~.48E .-48G. 48H.-48i 
"" 
CommlricationMa"or libera!Arts 37-43 hc:x.w's 3"""" 
CHFA Commtrication Studies BAT 4BT 15 Commtrication--Theatre Major Tead"Wng 50holn 32 hours 3hooxs 
CHFA Comrm.nication Studies BALA 4BE 143 CommlricatiorVEiectronic Media MaJor 48"""" 
CHFA Communicalion Studies BALA 4BP 218 CommtricalioB'Public Relations Ma·or 57holn 
CHFA Commlllk:alion Stooies BALA 94C 13 Poltlcal Communication Ma"or 37"""" 
CHFA Comm Sci & Disorders BALA 510 117 Commlricatlve Disorders Ma"or 48"""" 
CNS Computer Science BS 81B 3 Bioinformatics Ma"or 73-75 hotn 10holn 
CNS Comouter ScWlece BS 81N 10 1-ands.-.s_.....,.. 74 hol.n 127 hol.n to ar.!lduate 7holn 
CNS Computer Science BS 81S 38 Computer Science Ma"or 62 hours 3"""" 
CNS Comouter Science BALA 815 8 Computer lnfoonation Systems Ma"or 63 hours 6 hours 
CNS Computer Scinece BALA 810 74 Comcuter Science Ma"or 45holn 3"""" 
COE Cunicuh..m and Instruction BAT 210 93 Ear1v Childhood Education Ma"or-T eachina 37 hours+ 13-15 heMs if seekina dual endor5ement in Elementarv 33"""" 
COE Curriculum and Instruction BAT 212 1302 1-E-Maoor-T- K-6Gene<a1ClassroomT-· 31·33 hotn + mlllOr 130-140 hotn lo Qnlduats) 33 hours 
COE Curricultm and Instruction BAT 210 2 Middle level Education Dual Maior Teachino 66 hours 33holn 
CNS DTGFS BALA 31F 115 FamilY Services Ma"or 45 hours 
CNS DTGFS BALA 32i 74 
-Deoign-- 67hotn 1241'nnto~e 3holn 
CNS DTGFS BA!.A 32T 77 Texlle and Aooarel ITAPP Ma·or 60"""" 3"""" 
CNS DTGFS BALA 31S 31L 21 Gerontoloav Ma ·or 37 hours {315 Soc Sci Track) or42 hours {31llong Tenn Care Track) 
CNS Earth Science BS 87A 0 Ar Ouaitv Ma"or 64·70 hours 7 hours 
CNS Earth Science BS 872 1 Geology Ma· or 67·73 hours 7 hours 
CNS Earth Science BA!.A 870 28 Earth Science Ma"or 45"'"" 7"""" 
CNS Earth Science BA!.A 87N 13 Earth Science Ma·or-lnterpretive Naturalist Emphasis 67-69 hours 10hours 
CNS Earth Science BAT 870 20 Earth Science Ma"or Teact-r.o 47·50 hours 30holn 4 hours 
CNS Earth Science BALA 87E 0 Geoloav Ma·orWith Err.ironmental Science Emphasis 66--72 hours 13"""" 
CNS Earth Science BA!.A 871 5 !Geology Ma"or 5().54 hours 7ho= 
ltv's. in 
COBA Economics BA!.A 921,922, 923 5J Economics Ma·or 36--57 hours deoendlna on emohasls chosen 1 ef!lpjlasis 
CHFA Enaish lanc:luaae and Literat~e BALA 620 126 Eng"" Maor 42"""" 3ho= 
CHFA Engish language and literat~.re BAT 620 139 Enalish Ma"or-Teachina 48ho<n 32 hours 6hours 
CHFA Enaish lanouaae and literature BA!.A 629 7 Teaching English to Speakers of Other languages (TESOl Ma"or 42holn 3"""" 
CHFA Enqish lanQuage and literature BAT 629 11 Teachina Enalish to Soeakers of Other lanouaaes fTESOl Ma·or Teachina 42holn 32 hours 3"""" 
CHFA EnglistVModem Language PR>Qrams BAT 6!J2.6!M. 697. 698 11 TESOUModem .......... Maoor-Teachino" 60 hol..rs 137 hou"s 1o ariJdL.ate 32 hours 3"""" 
COBA Fonance BALA 16F.161.16S 94 Fllance Maior 
"'"""" COBA Finance BALA 166 74 Real Estate Ma·or 
"'"""" CSBS Geooraphy BA!.A 970 5 Geographv Major 40holn 6holn 
CSBS Geooraohv BA!.A 971 9 (3~rapfrt_Ma" or With Envirorvnental Emphasis 43"""" 6 hours 
CSBS Geograohv BA!.A 972 8 Geooraohv Ma"orwith GIS Emohasis 43"""" 6 hours 
CSBS Geooraohv BAT 970 1 ·orT"""'*"" 38 hol..rs + teactW1g mror., one of $OCilll sciences (130-142 hotn lo graduate 32 hours 3 hours 
COE HPElS BA!.A 42A 109 Athletic TrainnQ Ma"or 54hoor.; 3 hours 
COE HPElS BAT 411 4 Health Education Ma·or-Teaching 41 holKS 32"""" 3 hours 
COE HPElS BA!.A 10.41f..41H.41L 41P 
" .-.,p""""""""""" 54-73holn_on_dnsen 12tihoursl0.....,...1or<J-.5 COE HPELS BA!.A B.42F.42H 
" 
Movement and Exercise Science Ma"oc 39 hours 
COE HPELS BAT 420 121 Physical Education Ma"or-Teachina 45 hoUB 28"""" 
COE HPElS BA!.A iue.43G,43H.43J.43U. 43W 
'" 
l.etslxe YCM.ih and H1.n'lal\ Services~ 62~ h::us deoendnl on focus area chosen 122 or 127loCal hcus to graduate) 
CSBS Historv BALA 965 2 EIJOJ)e3n Studies Ma·or 46"""" 3hours 
CSBS Histo<y BA!.A 960 86 Historv Ma"or-liberal Arts 45holn 3hours 
CSBS History BAT 960 193 Historv Ma" or-TeactWl!l 43 hours 32"""" 3hours 
CNS Industrial T echnoloov BS 33S 91 Construction Management Ma"or 84 hours 10holn 
CNS Industrial Tedlnolo!:Jy BS 35T 51 Etec:rrical .. -d Wonnalbn.Enaneemo TecMoloav fEETl u.iof} ... 7 4 hoc.n I 1.27 ho1.n lo arackJata I 7Mntr.~: 
Col!!ge !Department 
CNS Industria/ Teohno_lclgy_ 
Degrn I MelD~" Code 
BS 34H.W.34G 
CNS I Industrial TechnoloQy BALA I33G 
CNS I Industrial Technology- BAT I33N 
CNS I Industrial TechnoloQv BALA I33R 
CNS I Industrial Tedn:>logy BALA I34T.34U 
lnte~ BALA 1913 
Interdisciplinary BALA 1912 
lntef9iscip~ BALA 1010-019 
lnterdisciD&larv BAI...A 1660 
lnterdisciphcy BALA lOOt 
Jnte~ BALA 191 1 
COBA IManaQemenl BALA 
COBA IM~ment BALA 1141 
COBA IManaQement BAT 1143 
COBA IMari<eting BALA 1862 
COBA IMatk~ BALA 
CNS !Mathematics BALA 1808 
CNS !Mathematics BALA I80C 
CNS !Mathematics BALA 1800 
CNS !Mathematics BAT IBOO 
CHFA !Modem LanQUaQes BAL.A 1965 
CHFA I Modem Languages BALA 
CHFA !Modem languages BAT 
CHFA !Modem LallQUaQes BAL.A 172B.72L 
CHFA !Modem Languages BAT I72T 
CHFA I Modem ~s BALA I74B.74L 
CHFA !Modem Lanauaaes BAT 1740 
CHFA I Modem Languages BALA 1770 
CHFA !Modem ~s BAL.A 1780 
CHFA !Modem LanQUaQes BAT 1780 
CHFA !Music BALA 1520 
CHFA !Music BM 1522 
CHFA !Music BM I52A..529.52E 
CHFA !Music BM 52H,52L 
CHFA !Philosophy and Religion BALA 1650 
CHFA IPhiosophv and Reioion BALA 1641 
CNS IP""""' BS 1886.888 
CNS !Physics BS 1885 
CNS IP""""' BALA 1880 
CNS !Physics BAT 1880 
CSBS I Political Sdence BALA I94C 
CSBS I Political Science BALA 1940 
CSBS I Political Science BAT 1940 
CSBS I Political Science BAlA 194E.ii4G.!HH 
CSBS IPsvd>oloov BAL.A 1400 
CSBS ~-~ BAT 1400 
CNS I Science and Science Education BAT I82J 
CNS !Science and Science Education BAT I82A 
CSBS !Social Science BAT I90A 
CSBS !Social Science BAT I90B 
CSBS !Social Work BAlA 1450 
CSBS ISociok:xN. Anthroooloov. and Crim BAL.A 1990 
CSBS ISocioloov. Anthroooloov. and Crim BAT 1990 
CSBS I Sociology, Anthropology, arxf Crin BAlA 1982 
CSBS lSociology, Anthropo<ogy, and Crim BALA 1980 
csss ISocioloov. Anttvoookx:lv. and crm BAT 1960 
CHFA !Theatre BAlA I48T 
CHFA !Theatre BALA 1490 
I Student& 
w1Miior 1 
c~ ~~M~M~~~-
M8rdactuina T1 
62 !Graphic Commlri::ations Maier 
33 IT~ Education and TraililQ Major-Teaching Option 
TectnoloQv Education and TraininQ Major-TraininQ Option 
109 ITed!'!ology ~a-~_g~ment Maior 
American Studies Major 
Asian Studies Maior 
572 !General Studies Maior 
15 ]Humanities Maior 
Individual Studies Maior 
Russian and East Eurooean Studies Malor 
Management MaJor 
t04 I ............ Wcnnooion s,......Mai..-
17 I Business Teaching Maior 
Chemistry-Marketing MaiOf 
Mar1<.~Maior 
Mathematics Major 
Mathematics Major~ed 
50 Mathematics Major-Statistics and Actuarial Science 
102 Mathematics Maior-Tea~ 
Eurooean Studies Major 
Modem Languages Dual Maior 
Modem l.ai9JaQes Dual Mator-Tead'Wlg" 
17 French Studies Maior 
French Studies Maior-TeachinQ 
GermanMaior 
German Maior-TeactWla 
Russian Major 
49 ~shMalor 
35 Spanish Maior-Teachincl 
92 MusicMaior 
Composition-Theory Maior 
Muooce-......-
Perfonnance Major 
19 PtWosophy Maior 
20 Maior i1 the Study of Religion 
15 IAooied Phvsics Major 
Physics Maior 
~Major 
I Physics Major-T eac:hnQ 
13 Political Communication Major 
114 Porrtical Science Maior-liberal Arts 
PollaiSaonco--T-· 
Pubic Administration Maior 
361 ~Maior 
18 ~---T-· Middle/Jtrior !:::!igb School Science 
20 IAI Scalce reac::mg• 
34 SoaoiSaoncoMajor-T_A_. 
63 Sc:lc::i-' Science w.or-TeadWio-Pian B AI Socal Sc*Ees" 
209 Social Work Maior 
38 Anthr~Mator 
~---T-· 240 Criminoloqy Maior 
58 ISocioloqy Maior 
t-"'""'-T~ 
15 Commt.nicatioo-Theatre Maior-Teachina 
37 Theatre 
•Major noted as " Extended Program" In 2006-2008 "Programs and Co .. ses" and has statement specifying higher minimum hours required to graduate for degree • 
.. Major not noted as "Extended Program" in 2006~2008 "'Programs and Courses .. but has statement specifying higher minimum hours required to graduate for degree. 
Note: Major holr.> for teaching majors do not include the reqtired Professional Education Reqtiremeots. 
Diane Walace 
OffiCe of the Registrar 
141312007 
BAiA -120 hours to graduate 
BAT -130 hours to graduate 
BS - 126 hours to Qraduate 
MaJor Hours 
751xxnlt28txxnlo...-) 
59-<;3"""" 
48hoL<5 
62"""" 
62-65 hoiXS 
39 hoLn 
36 holn 
45"""" 
42hoLr.; 
36-50 hours 
47 hou<s 
57 hou<s 
631xxni125 ..... ~ 
55 holn 
48-51 
57"""" 
39-40 hoiiS 
45-46 tours 
42-43 hours 
48-49 hours 
46 hours 
42 hours 
59 hcus ( 139 hotn k:l Ql3lduale 
33hoU<S 
38 hours 
33"""" 
38ho"" 
33"""" 
33"""" 
38"""" 
46"""" 
62"""" 
66 or 67 or n hotssldeperd on spec chosen (136. 137. or 147 tn.n. to graduale) 
80hoLr.; 
36 hoiXS 
36"""" 
66-69 hous depending on option chosen 
68-71 hou"s 
53-54"""" 
46"""" 
37 hoiXS 
39"""" 
37 hc:us •teactRJ f'rWIOI' in SOCial sc:iences (1J5..141 hcusk:l gtadua&el 
43-47 hoiXS 
38hoLr.; 
142 hol.n + rnR)f (143--152 hcus to !:nduafe) 
59 hours 
73 Inn (144 hatn kJ araduate) 
641xxnl1351xxnlo-) 
61-641xxnlt32-t411xxn~j 
53 hours 
36 hours 
37 to.n + teachng mror n soaal sciences (130-135 hotn to ~) 
39"""" 
33"""" 
34 hol.n + teadW1g mmr (1 J0..135 hlxn 1o graduate) 
50 hou<s 
34hoL<5 
BM - 130 hou"s to graduate 
( 
PLUS 
Pro~sslonal Sequence 
30hoLr.; 
32 hou<s 
32"""" 
32hoLr.; 
32hoLr.; 
32 hours 
32"""" 
30hoL<5 
32"""" 
32hoLr.; 
30 hours 
30 hours 
32hoLr.; 
32hoLr.; 
32 hours 
32hoLr.; 
MINUS 
Allow.~ble 
LAC Hours 
7 hou<s 
7 hou<s 
4 hou<s 
7 hou<s 
7 hou<s 
3hours 
6 hou<s 
6 hou<s 
6 hou<s 
6 hou<s 
7"""" 
3"""" 
3"""" 
3 hou<s 
3"""" 
3 hou<s 
(3 hrs 
depending on 
"""""i 
7hoU'S 
7 hours 
7hoL<5 
7"""" 
3"""" 
6hoLr.; 
3hoLr.; 
3 hoU'S 
3hoLr.; 
7hoU<S 
7hoLr.; 
3 hou<s 
3hoLr.; 
3hoLr.; 
3hoLr.; 
3"""" 
6hous 
3 (+3 hrsdep 
on choice. 
3 hou<s 
3hows 
ATTACHMENT 6: MINUTES OF THE UCC BRAINSTORMING SESSIONS ON 
LENGTH OF MAJORS 
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MINUTES OF UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON CURRICULA 
#638 
April 5, 2006 
Present: Boes, Chatham-Carpenter, Fahmy, Fienup, Kaparthi, Koch, Martin, Perreault, Schroeder, Vemescu 
Alternate: Reston/Gable, Wallace/Patton 
The meeting was called to order by Chair Koch at 3:30p.m. in State College Room, Maucker Union. 
I. Welcome and Introduction 
Koch welcomed all members. 
II. Approval of Minutes 
Chair Koch asked members to review UCC Minutes #637, March 22, 2006. 
Kaparthi moved, Fahmy seconded to approve minutes. Motion carried and minutes were approved. 
III. Length of Major 
Following up on the Faculty Senate's directive to review the length-of-major issue and also discussion at the March 
22 UCC meeting, Koch initiated discussion of length of majors. Koch announced that due to a previous 
commitment, Taggart Frost could not attend this UCC meeting to facilitate this discussion. Koch stated, however, 
that she had met with Taggart Frost to seek his assistance/guidance in a problem-solving approach to delve into the 
factors involved with the length-of-major issue. 
Koch inquired if all members were agreeable to a brainstorming session to identify the problem(s) surrounding the 
length-of-major issue and then organizing the identified problems into categories, to which members agreed. 
In the brainstorming session which followed, the following problems were identified and then categorized as 
follows: 
A. Mission/Purpose of Undergraduate Degree at UNI 
l. lack of appreciation for electives 
2. lack of consideration of the mission/purpose of the undergraduate degree 
3. Liberal Arts Core requirements- too much? 
4. we don't take the time to determine what is really important (on core) to a B.A./B.S. (also listed in 
Category B) 
5. expectations vary about depth and breadth of an undergraduate degree (also listed in Category C) 
6. we have moved away from liberal arts view of major to a career-based view (marketability- want students 
to get jobs/skills needed) 
7. no solid rules 
8. failure to review and repackage curriculum on a regular basis/cycle (also listed in Category B) 
B. Internal Factors (Within Department) 
1. course sequencing can lengthen a student's program 
2. cost to student and institution is not necessarily considered in curriculum decisions 
3. multiple out-of-department courses lengthen some majors (i.e., requirements for accreditation, licensure, 
etc.) 
4. hidden prerequisites 
5. many faculty don't know how to build a curriculum 
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6. interdisciplinary majors tend to be longer (also listed in Category C) 
7. we don't take the time to determine what is really important (on core) to a B.A./B.S. (also listed in 
Category A) 
8. required minors lengthen time to degree 
9. interpretation of accreditation standards- competencies? courses? (also listed in Category C) 
10. faculty hold specialized degrees and want courses to match 
11. lack of good communication and articulation among faculty within majors - leads to more 
topics/duplication of course content 
12. Field X advances- new courses added without re-evaluation of whole curriculum (also listed in Category 
C) 
13. actual length (time to degree) can be even longer (i.e., not able to offer courses on rotation due to lack of 
faculty with certain specialization - sometimes substitutions won't work and students have to wait for the 
course) (also listed in Category C) 
14. courses get added to avoid conflict with colleagues (also listed in Category D) 
15. failure to review and repackage curriculum on a regular basis/cycle (also listed in Category A) 
16. "working in a vacuum"- (we don't always look at what others are doing- i.e., "best practice") 
C. External Factors 
1. failure/repeating of courses adds to time-to-degree, and cost for both student and university 
2. what is going on in high schools affects university curriculum 
3. interdisciplinary majors tend to be longer (also listed in Category B) 
4. students take longer to graduate due to financial aid eligibility and teacher education administrative 
requirements 
5. expectations vary about depth and breadth of an undergraduate degree (also listed in Category A) 
6. interpretation of accreditation standards- competencies? courses? (also listed in Category B) 
7. Department of Education standards 
8. actual length (time to degree) can be even longer (i.e., not able to offer courses on rotation due to lack of 
faculty with certain specialization - sometimes substitutions won't work and students have to wait for the 
course) (also listed in Category B) 
9. Field X advances- new courses added without re-evaluation of whole curriculum (also listed in Category 
B) 
10. we add courses but keep existing ones due to inadequate preparation of incoming students 
D. Mythical Reality 
1. fear if you drop a course/major/etc. , you can't get it back 
2. we fail to understand that learning is life-long process (we don't need to do it all; we just need to give 
students tools) 
3. "bigger is better" attitude- social comparison to other majors that are longer 
4. perception that more hours means department gets more resources 
5. courses get added to avoid conflict with colleagues (also listed in Category B) 
6. if major is "brawny" it will be more prestigious/respectable/rigorous 
In conclusion, members questioned whether consistent communication existed between committees that play 
various roles in curriculum. Members stated communication among these committees is crucial in developing 
solutions and recommendations for this length-of-major issue. Members expressed a particular interest in 
improving communication between the UCC and the LAC. Koch stated she would send an email to Jerry Smith, 
Chair of the LAC, regarding the UCC's discussion of the length-of-major issue and also asked Wallace to send a 
copy of UCC minutes to the LAC members. 
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Members also expressed that as committee members' terms end on the various committees involved in curriculum, 
there is a disruption in continuity. It was suggested a retreat in the Fall semester to discuss curriculum may prove 
beneficial. 
IV.. Announcements 
Koch announced the next UCC meeting will be April 26 and would notify members of time, location, and agenda. 
Fahmy moved, Chatham-Carpenter seconded to adjourn. Motion carried and meeting adjourned at 4:50p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Diane Wallace, secretary 
dmw 
cc: UCC Alternates (P. East, T. Hall, T. Kessler) 
GCCC Members (D. Dahms, M. Fahmy, J. Gerrath, S. Gladden, S. Joslyn, P. Mackay, A. Mitra, C. Neuhaus, 
D. Schumacher-Douglas, D. Wallace) 
GCCC Alternates (G. Perreault, S. Lyle) 
LAC Members 
Coleen Wagner 
Shirley Uehle 
Record Analysts/Registrar's Office 
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MINUTES OF UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON CURRICULA 
#639 
April 26, 2006 
Present: Boes, Chatham-Carpenter, Fienup, Kaparthi, Koch, Martin, Perreault, Schroeder, Vemescu 
Alternate: Wallace/Patton 
Absent: Fahmy, Heston 
The meeting was called to order by Chair Koch at 3:33p.m. in Lang 115. 
I. Welcome 
Koch welcomed all members. 
II. Approval of Minutes 
Chair Koch asked members to review UCC Minutes #638, AprilS, 2006. 
Fienup moved, Kaparthi seconded to approve minutes. Chair Koch requested Item A. 7. be clarified to state "no 
solid rules have been established centrally regarding maximum length of major". Members concurred and minutes 
were approved as amended. 
III. Length of Major 
Following up on the Faculty Senate's directive to review the length-of-major issue and also discussion at the March 
22 and April 5 UCC meetings, Koch initiated discussion of length of majors. 
Koch distributed email exchanges, initiated by Koch, between her and Jerry Smith, Chair of LAC Committee 
(LACC). This email exchange was in response to members stating at the April 5 UCC meeting that communication 
among the various committees involved with curriculum is crucial and expressed particular interest in improving 
communication between the UCC and the LACC. 
Koch stated she would be meeting with Jerry Smith next week, and also indicated the following: 
$ Coleen Wagner will receive copies of all LACC minutes and forward to all UCC members 
$ Wallace will send all UCC minutes to LACC members 
$ UCC members should feel free to comment to Jerry Smith on LACC minutes/LAC matters and LAC 
members should feel free to comment to Koch 
$ a retreat will be scheduled in early Fall with UCC and LACC in an effort to come up with some joint 
recommendations 
Koch stated we will be facing more than a $4 million deficit with very few places to go for this money. Koch stated 
our recommendations won't solve these immediate budget problems, but UCC can provide leadership for 
recommending immediate policy changes for Fal12006 in addition to long term curriculum solutions. 
Koch asked members to review the problems identified in the April 5 UCC minutes, identify problems that stand 
out and possible solutions/recommendations for solving these problems. A general discussion followed, with the 
following questions/points/suggestions: 
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A. Is it a system problem or a personnel problem? 
1. Suggestions on how to address system problem: 
a. Set policy/guidelines whereby departments work within a set of rigid, equitable guidelines 
b. Next curriculum cycle, require every program (no matter the length) to evaluate their majors, and be 
expected to follow the specified guidelines/steps to evaluate their majors for proper structure, etc. 
c. establish a policy that no undergraduate curriculum will exceed "x" number of hours 
d. those majors that are currently out of compliance with the maximum "x" number ofhours policy (item 
lc), be given the following opportunity to come into compliance; suggestions for this compliance 
were: 
< be in compliance by a specified year 
< cut curriculum by a specified percentage (i.e., 1 0%) by a specified year 
< be required to submit a draft plan on how they will meet this maximum hour policy 
e. next curriculum cycle no lengthening of major will be allowed for any reason 
f. bring in a consultant who could meet with department representatives and curriculum groups to walk 
through the process on how to establish a tighter, smarter curriculum (also in item 2c) 
2. Suggestions on how to address personnel problem: 
a. professional development and workshops for faculty 
b. time allowance for faculty to discuss/re-examine curriculum 
c. provide faculty with set policies/ guidelines so faculty have the tools to discuss/re-examine curriculum 
- we give curriculum deadlines, but no guidelines 
d. bring in a consultant who could meet with department representatives and curriculum groups, to walk 
through the process on how to establish a tighter, smarter curriculum (also in item If) 
B. Teacher Education Programs 
Schroeder stated there are programs in teacher education which have been identified as deficient with respect 
to numbers of hours offered in content by their program reviews and which will require close re-examination. 
Schroeder also stated that teacher preparation in Iowa has been determined to be out of compliance with 
federal mandates regarding the preparation of teachers to meet "Highly Qualified Teachers" standards. 
Schroeder stated in response to Iowa's attempt to push for evaluations that demonstrate quality teaching instead 
of administering exams proven to have no predictability for teacher competence, the federal government 
responded "we're not talking about quality, we're talking about compliance". 
Koch stated, and members agreed, that the issue of teacher education preparation warrants additional internal 
discussion within specific groups such as Council on Teacher Education (CTE), professional education 
sequence group, and those departments with education majors. 
C. Maximum Number of Hours in Major, LAC Hours, University Elective Hours, and Double Counting 
1. Maximum hours in a major? 
(For example, requirements for the BALA degree would include major requirements, LAC requirements, 
and university electives needed to meet the 120-hour minimum required for the BALA degree.) 
a. identify majors that are extended or require more than the minimum hours to graduate for that degree 
(Wallace will provide) 
b. identify majors which will no longer be extended or will not require the minimum hours to graduate 
for that degree if no longer require a specific number of mandatory "free electives" (Wallace will 
provide) 
c. identify majors which also require a minor and, therefore, the total hours for the major is significantly 
higher than is portrayed (Wallace will provide) 
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d. for those majors which also require a minor (identified by Wallace as BAT majors), is the minor 
required because oflicensure (Wallace will follow up with record analyst) 
2. What is the current policy regarding double counting of LAC courses? 
Unless it is specifically stated, there is no limitation on double counting of LAC courses in the major, 
minor, and program emphases. 
[Informational note from Wallace: 2004-2006 Programs and Courses, page 51, Administrative 
Policies - #1 and #2 states: 
1. Liberal Arts core courses may be used to satisfy requirements for both the Liberal Arts Core and the 
major, minor, and program emphases. 
2. Departments offering a Liberal Arts Core course may preclude their major or minor students from 
taking that particular course to satisfy the requirements for the Liberal Arts core, the major, or the 
minor.] 
3. Liberal Arts Core Relative to Majors 
a. identify introductory courses in majors and include them in the LAC 
b. identify LAC categories that a student would not need to take for graduation requirements if they 
graduate from a particular major college (i.e. , a student graduating with a major in CHFA would not 
need to take Category 3; a student graduating with a major in CNS would not need to take Category 4; 
a student graduating in Social Science would not need to take Category 5) 
c. for item 3b, a list of LAC Waivers/Substitutions would need to be specified for students changing 
majors/colleges (as is done for the Professional Education Requirements) 
[Informational note from Wallace: 2004-2006 Programs and Courses, page 46, Professional 
Education Waivers/Substitutions] 
d. bring in consultant to look at entire program 
D. Recommendations by Fall 2006 
Members recommended the following be done by Fall2006: 
1. Research bow other institutions have re-examined and approached the restructuring of their curriculum 
2. Investigate the idea of a consultant coming to UNI to look at our entire curriculum program 
3. check on foundations/organizations which may fund this consultant service 
4. form a smaller working group to meet during the summer - Koch will send email to all UCC and LAC 
asking for volunteers to be part of this working group 
5. ask that UCC be placed on the agenda for the first Faculty Senate meeting in Fall- UCC could then be 
placed on docket for 2nd Faculty Senate meeting in Fall and be prepared with report and recommendations 
Koch stated she would proceed with the above recommendations and keep UCC members updated. 
IV. Announcements 
Koch announced she would notify members by email of the next lJCC meeting time, location, and agenda. 
Kaparthi moved, Chatham-Carpenter seconded to adjourn. Motion carried and meeting adjourned at 4:35p.m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Diane Wallace, secretary 
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dmw 
cc: UCC Alternates (P. East, T. Hall, T. Kessler) 
GCCC Members (D. Dahms, M. Fahmy, J. Gerrath, S. Gladden, S. Joslyn, P. Mackay, A. 
Mitra, C. Neuhaus, D. Schumacher-Douglas, D. Wallace) 
GCCC Alternates (G. Perreault, S. Lyle) 
LACC Members 
Coleen Wagner 
Shirley Uehle 
Record Analysts/Registrar's Office 
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COMMITTEE ON ADMISSION, READMISSION AND RETENTION 
Explanation of Tables 
TABLE I 
Academic suspension is for no specific period, but readmission is not 
usually granted before the student has been out of college for at 
least one academic year. Students under academic suspension must 
apply for readmission. Some students may be permitted immediate 
readmission provided the cause of deficient performance has been 
removed and successful performance can be assumed. All percents refer 
to the total undergraduate student body. 
Read the first line like this: In the fall semester 1993, 2.2% of the 
student body began the semester on a warning, at the end of which 1.0% 
had the warning canceled, 0.6% had it continued, and enough more 
received warnings to bring the total at the end of the semester to 
3.7%. Read the probations the same way. 
TABLE II 
Grade indices are expressed in quartiles for each undergraduate 
classification and for all undergraduates. 
TABLE III 
This table shows the actual number of students placed into the 
warning, probation, and suspension categories for 2006. It also shows 
the action taken on applications for readmission for 2006. 
TABLE IV 
This table shows the achievement of previously suspended students for 
their first semester after readmission. 
7 .t.u; sw 
TABLE I 
PERCENT OF UNDERGRADUATES INVOLVED 
IN WARNINGS, PROBATIONS, OR SUSPENSIONS 
SEMESTERS WARNINGS PROBATIONS WARNINGS PROBATIONS SUSPENSIONS 
Dur At End Dur At End Cane Cont Rmvd Cont 
Sem of Sem Sem of Sem 
FALL 
1993 2.2 3.7 2.6 4.2 1.0 0.6 1.0 1.1 1. 49 
1994 1.8 3.8 2.7 3.5 0.8 0.5 1.0 1.1 2.00 
1995 1.9 5.3 2.8 4.7 0.8 0.5 0.8 1.3 1. 88 
1996 1.9 4.3 2.8 3.9 0.9 0.5 1.0 1.1 1. 85 
1997 1.7 3.5 2.5 3.6 0.9 0.4 1.0 0.9 1. 77 
1998 1.1 3.5 2.4 3.8 0.8 0.4 0.8 1.0 1. 68 
1999 1.7 3.2 2.6 3.8 0.9 0.4 1.0 1.1 1. 60 
2000 1.5 3.9 2.4 4.0 0.8 0.4 0.8 1.1 1. 74 
2001 1.6 3.3 2.7 4.1 0.8 0.4 0.9 1.1 1. 71 
2002 1.7 3.4 2.6 3.4 0.9 0.5 0.8 1.1 1. 76 
2003 1.6 3.3 2.3 3.4 0.8 0.3 0.9 0.8 2.01 
2004 1.6 3.4 2.4 3.6 0.8 0.4 0.9 0.9 2.05 
2005 1.4 3.1 2.2 3.6 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.8 1. 68 
2006 1.5 2.8 2.1 3.3 0.8 0.3 0.9 0.8 1. 64 
SPRING 
1993 4.0 2.8 4.0 3.6 1.9 1.0 1.0 2.0 1. 75 
1994 3.5 2.5 4.0 3.6 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.8 1. 64 
1995 3.7 2.6 3.7 3.6 1.7 1.0 0.9 1.7 1. 93 
996 4.2 2.8 4.5 3.5 2.1 1.1 0.6 2.5 1. 97 
1997 4.2 2.4 3.6 3.5 1.9 1.0 1.0 1.6 1. 67 
1998 3.4 2.3 3.6 3.2 1.7 0.8 1.1 1.5 1. 65 
1999 3.5 2.4 3.6 3.4 1.7 0.9 1.2 1.6 1.50 
2000 3.2 2.2 3.5 3.2 1.6 0.8 0.9 1.6 1. 67 
2001 3.9 2.4 3.8 3.7 1.8 1.1 1.0 1.9 1.54 
2002 3.3 2.2 3.9 3.5 1.6 0.7 1.1 1.7 1. 89 
2003 3.3 2.1 3.4 2.9 1.5 0.7 1.0 1.5 1. 85 
2004 3.3 2.3 3.4 3.1 1.6 0.9 1.0 1.6 1. 78 
2005 3.4 2.0 3.7 2.7 1.7 0.9 1.2 1.4 2.03 
2006 3.0 2.2 3.4 3.0 1.5 0.8 1.1 1.3 1. 95 
SUMMER 
1993 1.5 1.3 1.7 1.6 0.6 0.8 0.3 1.2 0.23 
1994 1.9 1.8 2.7 2.5 0.6 1.1 0.5 1.8 0.32 
1995 2.1 1.9 2.8 2.5 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.9 0.40 
1996 2.1 1.4 2.7 3.3 1.0 0.7 0.3 2.2 0.24 
1997 1.4 1.1 2.1 2.0 0.6 0.6 0.5 1.4 0.21 
1998 1.3 1.1 1.9 2.0 0.6 0.6 0.4 1.3 0.21 
1999 1.4 1.2 2.3 2.2 0.8 0.5 0.4 1.5 0.37 
2000 1.4 1.2 2.3 2.0 0.6 0.7 0.5 1.4 0.38 
2001 1.4 0.8 2.6 2.1 0.5 0.6 0.6 1.6 0.37 
2002 1.2 1.2 2.8 2.2 0.3 0.7 0.6 1.7 0.55 
2003 1.1 0.9 1.6 1.4 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.56 
1.5 1.3 1.9 1.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.72 
1.1 0.9 2.2 1.9 0.5 0.4 0.5 1.0 0. 67 
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Quartiles 1996 
All Q3 3.50 
Under- M 3.00 
graduates Q1 2.40 
Seniors Q3 3.69 
M 3.27 
Q1 2.73 
Juniors Q3 3.46 
M 3.00 
Q1 2.42 
Sophomores Q3 3 .. 40 
M 2.92 
Q1 2.42 
~reshmen Q3 3.20 
M 2. 67 
Q1 2.09 
TABLE II 
UNDERGRADUATE GRADE INDICES AT THE 
END OF FALL SEMESTERS 
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
3.50 3.53 3.56 3.54 3.53 3.58 
3.00 3.03 3.07 3.02 3.03 3.07 
2.44 2.44 2.45 2.41 2.42 2.44 
3.69 3.67 3.73 3.73 3.72 3.73 
3.29 3.29 3.33 3.30 3.31 3.33 
2.78 2.75 2.78 2.76 2.75 2.77 
3.47 3.48 3.50 3.49 3.51 3.54 
3.00 3.02 3.02 3.00 3.04 3.05 
2.42 2.46 2.44 2.40 2.40 2.46 
3.40 3.45 3.48 3.47 3.47 3.47 
3.00 2.98 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
2.45 2.44 2.42 2.42 2.41 2.42 
3.25 3.27 3.33 3.2.8 3.25 3.31 
2. 72 2.75 2.77 2.71 2.75 2.76 
2.19 2.18 2.19 2.17 2.19 2.22 
2003 2004 2005 2006 
3.55 3.56 3.53 3.53 
3.00 3.02 3.00 3.00 
2.36 2.42 2.34 2.38 
3.73 3.72 3. 64 3.64 
3.31 3.26 3.17 3.15 
2.72 2.67 2.50 2.50 
3.47 3.47 3.50 3.50 
2.95 3.00 3.00 3.00 
2.33 2.36 2.35 2.38 
3.43 3.46 3.52 3.50 
2.93 3.00 3.05 3.06 
2.33 2.42 2.42 2.47 
3.27 3.27 3.39 3.39 
2.69 2.76 2.85 2.87 
2.12 2.17 2.27 2.29 
' ' 
Spring 2006 
Summer 2006 
Fall 2006 
Codes: 
X 
0 
2C 
3A 
3C 
8C 
9 
TABLE III 
STUDENT PROBATIONS, WARNINGS, AND SUSPENSIONS 
X 0 2C 3A 3C 8C 
107 224 1 139 122 34 
17 28 0 10 49 13 
95 303 1 219 100 31 
ACTIONS ON APPLICATIONS FOR READMISSION 
(1/1/2006 through 12/31/2006) 
Readmits* 
Spring 2006 31 
Summer 2006 14 
Fall 2006 52 
TOTALS 97 
* Includes immediate readmissions 
Removed from academic probation 
Warning 
Continued on probation (transfer probation) 
Placed on academic probation 
9 
195 
23 
176 
Total 
822 
140 
925 
Denials 
11 
0 
14 
25 
Continued on probation (3A changes to 3C when the student is 
eligible to return after one semester under 3A) 
Probation readmission after suspension 
Academic suspension 
=·----;" 
- ,_,.._._ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
L 
9. 
TABLE IV 
ACHIEVEMENT OF PREVIOUSLY SUSPENDED STUDENTS FOR THEIR 
FIRST SEMESTER AFTER READMISSION 
Spring 06 Summer 06 Fall 06 
Total number readmitted 31 14 52 
Number of readmitted who enrolled 24 6 41* 
Percent of enrollees earning less33.3 16.7 36.8 
than a 2.00 gpa for the semester 
Percent of enrollees earning a 20.8 16.7 23.7 
semester gpa between 2.00 and 2.50 
Percent of enrollees earning a 16.7 00.0 15.8 
semester gpa between 2.51 and 2.99 
Percent of enrollees earning a 29.2 66.6 23.7 
semester gpa of 3.00 or higher 
Percent of total enrollees who 66.7 83.3 63.2 
earned a semester gpa of 2.00 
or higher 
Percent of enrollees who were 20.8 16.7 18.4 
re-suspended after their first 
returning semester 
Number re-suspended after immediate 1 0 0 
return following suspension 
Yearly Totals 
97 
71* 
33.8 
22.1 
14.7 
29.4 
66.2 
19.1 
1 
• Includes three students who did not receive grades at the end of the semester. One student received three 
"Incompletes"; two students enrolled for correspondence study only with grades of "RC" . 
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Title: NISG Resolution to establish a Prep Week prior to finals week 
__ 1. 
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__ 3. 
__ 4. 
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__ 7. 
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Standard Motions 
Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
Docket in regular order. 
Docket because of special circumstances for ___________ _ 
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Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
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Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
Northern Iowa Student Government 
To Whom It May Concern, 
University of~ 
Northern Iowa 
April 13, 2007 
Enclosed is a copy of Student Senate Resolution 2007-12 passed by the Northern Iowa Student 
Government Senate on April11, 2007. Resolution 2007-12 was introduced in to encourage the 
University to establish a "prep week" prior to finals week. The establishment of a "prep week" 
would ensure that students would be given fair amounts of time to finish assignments prior to 
finals and time to prepare for finals. Course work during "prep week" would therefore not 
exceed 1 0% of the course grade and the class would have input on the moving of final 
examination date if the final examination exceeds 1 0% of overall grade. 
If you have any questions or would be interested in making any comments please feel free to 
contact me via E-mail at malia@uni.edu, or via phone at 273-2650. Thank you. 
Respectfully, 
1~1~~~ 
Speaker of the Senate 
Northern Iowa Student Government 
Northern Iowa Student Government 
Senate Resoiuhon 200 I -12 
Resolution for: The Establishment of a "Prep Week" 
Sponsored by: Student Affairs Committee 
First Reading: April 11, 2007 
Vote: 28-1-3 
Speaker Action: TQcJ.i CN ~1 ~ ro..ch, 
Malia Engel ach, Speaker 
University of~ 
Northern Iowa 
1-1- \3-0"J 
Date 
RECOGNIZING: The University ofNorthem Iowa's current policy pertaining to this issue 
states, "A comprehensive final examination, if required, must be administered at the time 
indicated on the final schedule. No final comprehensive examination shall be administered to a 
class within the last two weeks prior to the officially scheduled final examination period 
(excluding summer sessions or half-semester courses). In the week prior to the beginning of the 
final examination period, unit tests, papers, projects, and other assignments are permissible if 
announced in the course outline/assignment sheet/syllabus or prior to midterm"; 
FURTHER RECOGNIZING: After polling the students of the University ofNorthem Iowa, 
many students felt that the establishment of a "Prep Week" policy would greatly benefit the 
student body; 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOVLED: That a policy be established by the Educational Policies 
Commission for the creation of a Prep Week where course work during the week before finals 
cannot exceed a total of 1 0% of the overall course grade; 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: With input from the class at least two weeks prior to a syllabi 
change, the final examination can be moved from its original date to the last day that class is 
scheduled to meet during the regular semester, which is during Prep Week, even if it exceeds 
1 0% of the overall grade; 
students ample time to prepare for their final exams; 
BE IT THEREFORE ENACTED: That a copy of this resolution be sent to Provost Lubker, the 
Chair of the Faculty Senate, Dr. Sue Joslyn, Dean Wallace, Dean Haack, Dean Bubser, Dean 
Moussavi, and Dean Callahan. 
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__ 3. 
__ 4. 
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__ 9. 
__ 10. 
Standard Motions 
Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
Docket in regular order. 
Docket because of special circumstances for. ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
Refer to (standing committee>------------------: 
Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item 941 Docket Number ____ _ 
Title: Emeritus Status request, Barbara J. Mardis, Department of 
Economics, effective 5/07 
Standard Motions 
__ 1. Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
__ 2. Docket in regular order. 
__ 3. Docket because of special circumstances for . ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
__ 4. Refer to (standing committee>------------------:-
__ 5. Refer to (administrative officer). ________________ _ 
__ 6. Refer to (ad hoc committee). _________________ _ 
__ 7. Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
__ 8. Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
__ 9. Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
__ 10. Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
Request for Faculty Emeritus Status at the University of Northern Iowa 
Department E Con om 1 <:.5 
I wish to retire from my position as _..:::I::;;__.L_n_,_,S""-+r-'-'--=u'-'c=·....~..fn-=---r-------------
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective 111t2dL I __ /_s-__ ~1 c96o 7 
Month / Day Year 
I have twenty (20) or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and 
dates of employment.) 
[)fV_L 
Institution 
Institution Date 
Date 
7'- 1& -o? 
Date 
College Senate Chair: Include a statement verifying that ten (10) years of meritorious service 
has been concluded with the University ofNorthem Iowa. (Use back of this form if more space 
is required.) 
I can verify that Barbara Mardis has completed over ten years of meritorious 
service at the University of Northern Iowa. 
College Senate Chair Date 
Date 
1/--;(p - 0 t-
Date 
University Faculty Senate Chair Date 
Provost and Vice President Date 
President Date 
Please prepare this form : sign and submit to your department Head. When the process for approval has been 
completed, the Provost's office will make copies and distribute them to each of the above signatories and the 
Department of Human Resources . 
UN! Form2A 
May, 2000 
-... 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item_~94..!.;2=--- Docket Number ____ _ 
Title: Emeritus Status reguest, Leander Brown, Department of Teaching/ 
__ 1. 
__ 2. 
__ 3. 
__ 4. 
__ 5. 
__ 6. 
__ 7. 
__ 8. 
__ 9. 
__ 10. 
Educational Psychology and Foundations, effective 6/07 
Standard Motions 
Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
Docket in regular order. 
Docket because of special circumstances for . ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
Refer to (standing committee) _________________ _ 
Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
Other procedural disposition, _________________ _ 
NOTES 
Request for Faculty Emeritus Status at the University of Northern Iowa 
~ ;.- ~v 
Name Leander Brown Department / b/lc ~ ,;b [) ~ ~ f} + 
I wish to retirefrom my position as JiG~ I f rev p . - q If/ P477v;J 
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective ~ I 3J? I _!ZJ 
Month Day Year 
I have twenty (20) or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and 
dates of employment.) 
'"'IJE,(cz{ fJo!f.(ffffj/ ff_W!t 
Institution Date 
College Senate Chair: Include a statement verifying that ten (1 0) years of meritorious service 
has been concluded with the University ofNorthern Iowa. (Use back of this form if more space 
is required.) ::z: ~ ~ j, ........ --1 A2..4. A.....,-. d.- 'il.c,~,, ~~w..t.. J. "'~ ~ :r 
~~ L...-.. ............... -~"-·- -....i ~..u ...._r-d. '" ~.c-~ ~"'· • ~ ~ 
k"' .cfo. J >/~~/ez Co/leg~ChQi; ~ ~ i/ate 
Date 
s -2-'k- 0 7 
Date 
University Faculty Senate Chair Date 
Provost and Vice President Date 
President Date 
Please prepare this form: sign and submit to your department Head. When the process for approval has been 
completed, the Provost's office will make copies and distribute them to each of the above signatories and the 
Department of Human Resources. 
UN! Form 2A 
May, 2000 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA FACULTY SENATE 
Calendar item 943 Docket Number ____ _ 
Title: Emeritus Status request, Mary Jane Sheffet, Department of 
Marketing, effective 6/07 
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Standard Motions 
Place at head of docket, out of regular order. 
Docket in regular order. 
Docket because of special circumstances for. ___________ _ 
And notify sender(s). 
Refer to (standing committee) _________________ -:-
Refer to (administrative officer) ________________ _ 
Refer to (ad hoc committee) _________________ _ 
Return to petitioner with request for a more specific proposal. 
Return to petitioner with request for additional information and documentation. 
Return to petitioner because of decision not to docket at this time. 
Other procedural disposition _________________ _ 
NOTES 
Request for Faculty Emeritus Status at the University of Northern Iowa 
Name Mary Jane Sheffet Department Marketing 
I wish to retire from my position as _ _,_p_._r_._.o'-'-f_,.e...,s...,s""o'-'-r___...o'-'-f--.J..M .... a ..... r ....,k..,e._.t ..... i.... n...,g,__ _________ _ 
at the University of Northern Iowa, effective ~ I ____.3iL_ I 2007 
Month Day Year 
I have twenty (20) or more years of creditable service in higher education. (List institutions and 
dates of employment.) 
University of Northern Iowa 1997-2007 
Institution Date 
Michigan State University 1986-1997 
Date 
1978-1986 
Date 
College Senate Chair: Include a statement verifying that ten (1 0) years of meritorious service 
has been concluded with the University of Northern Iowa. (Use back of this form if more space 
is required.) 
Ten (10) years of meritorious service has been concluded with the University 
of Northern Iowa.by Dr. Mary Jane Sheffet. 
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